
 

 

 
             Game Change and Cancellation Policy  

            Almaden Soccer’s CYSA and NorCal Games 

 

 
Background: Games are being changed or cancelled at the last minute          

causing referee-scheduling problems throughout Almaden     
Soccer. This new policy, which has been adopted by other          
CYSA leagues, is to deter last-minute game changes and         
cancellations. This policy does not cover scrimmages and does         
not supersede any Almaden Soccer tournament rules. 

 
Policy: All game changes and cancellations must be made by the          

Wednesday directly before the game or a penalty will be          
assessed to the hosting Almaden team. In addition, best efforts          
will be made, but Almaden Soccer cannot guarantee referees         
will be available for your rescheduled game. 

 
Penalty: Game changes requested on or after the Thursday prior to the           

match will require the hosting Almaden team to pay a penalty.           
The Almaden team will be required to pay 100% of the           
assigned¹ official fees. Almaden Soccer will be responsible for         
direct payment of the fees to the officials and the Almaden           
team will be required to reimburse Almaden Soccer before         
referees are scheduled for your next home game. This rule          
takes effect the second week of each season and will be           
enforced until the end of the season. 

 
If you must make a last-minute change because of conditions          
imposed by the visiting team (i.e. schedule conflicts), it is          
recommended that you have the other team forfeit the match          
otherwise you will be penalized.  It will be your responsibility if           
you choose to seek reimbursement from the other team. 

 
¹ Teams are only required to pay fees for official who were assigned to the               
game at time of move or cancellation. 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 

Make any game changes by Wednesday prior to your scheduled          
match, as this will prevent you from being penalized. In          
general, please be aware that making changes/cancellation to a         
match less than seven days prior to a game could result in not             
having officials available to conduct the match, and, therefore,         
not advisable. 
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